EZIO Signer Token

A user-friendly token that enables strong authentication and transaction data signing.

- Risk-based and scalable security: from simple OTP to Dynamic Signature
- Ultra-thin and compact form factor
- Intuitive use with direct access to frequently used functions
- Waterproof
- Fully customizable to reflect the bank’s image
Securing eBanking & eCommerce Transactions

The Ezio Signer Token is a thin and user-friendly token device, used for strong authentication and transaction data signing. Thanks to its compact design, the device can fit in the wallet and conveniently be brought everywhere.

It is a standalone device and is therefore well suited for securing eBanking and eCommerce transactions where it is important to authenticate the user or approve transaction details, wherever you are.

The device is built on open standards (OATH), which is a market proven technology. This makes it easy to integrate and deploy the solution.

It allows you to generate event or time based One-Time-Passwords (HOTP, TOTP), as well as managing strong authentication with Challenge/Response (OCRA-CR) or sign complete transaction details using Transaction Signatures (OCRA-SIGN), to prevent fraud.

The Ezio Signer Token also supports Gemalto smart signing solutions; Secure Domain Separation, Explicit Sign and Dynamic Signature features, allowing the bank server to adapt the data to be signed and complete the transction.

The Ezio Signer Token offers customization of the security features to fit customer needs. All aspect of the product has been designed with usability and security in mind, to allow banks to minimize their fraud and risk, still being a user-friendly solution.

How it works
1. The device starts when pressing the [OK] button or by selecting a function.
2. The user enters the transaction details and PIN code.
3. The tokens calculates an OTP - transaction successful.

Part of the Ezio Suite
As part of Gemalto’s versatile Ezio Suite, the Ezio Signer Token fits perfectly in any bank’s security model. It can easily be accompanied by your choice of complementary products and services. The Ezio Signer Token can easily complement other and more advanced solutions.